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Everyone knows that breakfast may be the most significant meal of your day, but some mornings
it could be difficult to believe beyond that bowl of cold cereal. You'll find hearty breakfasts to

power you through the day, decadent and leisurely brunch feasts, fresh twists on classic
morning fare, and handheld delights for breakfast on the go. If youre searching for some

daybreak motivation, 500 Breakfast & Brunch Dishes is exactly what you need.
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This whole series is wonderful! I just like this whole collection! Well worth the investment! OK
HOWEVER, NOT For Me There are a lot of breakfast recipes in this collection but I had hoped
there will be more original and unique ideas compared to the ones that are included..This might
be OK for the novice cook or someone who doesn't usually will much cooking at breakfast time.
For me personally, as a devoted cook and cookbook author, it appeared rather ho-hum and basic,
including:-Soda Bread-Banana Muffins-Raisin BreadWhat I acquired REALLY hoped to find were
more breakfast bars/squares in this collection but those had been limited to only a few
recipes.Another thing I didn't like in this book was how recipe variations were posted on another
page, not with the actual recipe. This Cook Book makes me appear good in the kitchen! I'm
assuming it was so the photos could possibly be displayed on the facing web page for each
recipe but it didn't help with the "flow" of the text overall. sundried tomatoes and olives, and
crabmeat. Constantly a format I love and one that's obtaining harder to find in
cookbooks.Geraldine Helen Hartman, award-winning cookbook writer and columnist Great
Dishes for just about any Meal I'm a lover of the "500 dishes" cookbooks by Retailers Publishing
which one featuring breakfast and brunch dishes is among my favorites. big plates, and sides
and sandwiches. Additional chapters consist of cereals and breakfast bars, breads, pastries and
muffins, eggs, pancakes, waffles, and french toast; It begins with a chapter on breakfast
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beverages, including smoothies, juices, and coffees.As is typical of all the "500" cookbooks in
this series, there aren't actually that lots of separate recipes but similar to around 100 base
dishes with 4-5 variations of every one to bring the total to 500. I'm looking forward to your
next cookbook! They're well illustrated with obvious instructions.I did like the smaller square
reserve format for the hardcover edition.The only recipe I've tried so far was the eggs florentine
which produced a nice lunch because I enjoy egg dishes for any meal. Carol Beckerman did a
GREAT job to make so many breakfasts, very easy to make, and they taste as good as they
appearance in the photos!All the recipes appear to be easy and use substances easily within any
grocery store. Plenty of color photos are included which is certainly always an advantage. I've
never seen that in a cookbook before. There are several others I anticipate making including
jelly donut muffins, apple and pecan french toast, chili cheese breakfast casserole, several
versions of granola and breakfast cookie bars, and stuffed savory ham and cheese french toast.
The publication is a little nice size, that ties in a kitchen drawer and is simple to hide if need
be.(LOL) Carol makes it easy to impress friends or a special someone, with a quick surprise
gourmet design Breakfast at the last minute... I've already received a few priceless "brownie
factors" with this book ;) Thank you Carol! For example, there is a recipe for bacon and egg tarts
which has five variants that change up the ingredients to add bell pepper and chorizo, sausage
and tomato; Yum We grew up on many of the dishes featured in the book. bacon, swiss cheese,
and onion; Whilst I wouldn't class myself as anything near a chef, I was in fact quite pleased with
marketing campaign results...Carol's quality recipes were varied and diverse, but most of all,
delicious! Not only do they appear great in your kitchen as an extra decor, the recipes are
wonderful to prepare.
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